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Item 1.01. Entry into a Material Definitive Agreement.

On January 7, 2013, Sorrento Therapeutics, Inc. (the “Company”) entered into an Assignment Agreement (the “Assignment Agreement”) with Tien-Li Lee, M.D. and Jane Wu Lee, M.D. as individuals (collectively, the “Lees”) pursuant to which the Lees agreed to assign to the Company their right, title and interest throughout the world in and to certain inventions and patents that provide for the production of recombinant intravenous immunoglobulins. As partial consideration for the assignment and other obligations of the Lees under the Assignment Agreement, the Company has agreed to pay to the Lees a total of $50,000 in five monthly installments of $10,000 beginning on February 1, 2013. In addition, the Company has agreed to issue to the Lees an undisclosed number of shares of the Company’s common stock, which represent in the aggregate less than 1% of the Company’s outstanding common stock, and a portion of which are issuable only upon the achievement of certain milestone events described in the Assignment Agreement.

The foregoing summary of the Assignment Agreement is qualified in its entirety by reference to the full text of the Assignment Agreement, a copy of which will be filed as an exhibit to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the fiscal year ending December 31, 2012.
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